TRANSFORMATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING THROUGH TEACHER EDUCATION

POLICY AND ADVOCACY
Participating in the Human Research Development Council: Pre-service Qualification Process
In November 2017, Ingrid Schudel and Shanu Misser
represented the Fundisa for Change programme at a
workshop hosted by Professor Loyiso Jita of the University
of the Free State on behalf of the Human Resource
Development Council Maths and Science Standing
CommiIee. Par+cipants included HEI lecturers, Na+onal
and Provincial DBE representa+ves, NGOs involved in STEM
educa+on, and more. The workshop focused on curriculum
development for pre-service science teacher educa+on.
Speciﬁcally we focused on outlining the breadth and depth
of content inclusion for Natural Science Senior Phase
teaching and the science subjects in the FET Phase. The two
respec+ve teams were asked to think beyond the standard
curriculum-speciﬁed content-knowledge and to explore possibili+es for extending, deepening and advancing knowledge. This
was an opportunity to highlight environmental elements of the curriculum content. Science always has relevance and applica+on
in the real world and because of the intensity and urgency of environmental concerns, this oben means oben the real-world
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applica+ons of science knowledge keep environmental concerns and innova+ons in mind. Prof Jita intends to con+nue this
collabora+ve work into 2018 and beyond and we look forward to the next mee+ng.
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RESEARCH
Congratula+ons to Chris+na Chitsiga, Zingisa Gqoloqa, Antonia
Mkhabela, Susan Brundrit and Makwena Mmekwa who have
their research published on our website!
These Fundisa for Change researchers have compiled short and
accessible narra+ves of their masters research in order to share
their ﬁndings with our stakeholders and to provide direc+ve
input into policy, prac+ce and further research.
Please visit the website to read about their research: hIp://
fundisaforchange.co.za/research-in-a-nutshell/
Please note that not all of the 6 foci are populated yet! Ingrid
Schudel and Soul Shava (see contacts on website) are wai+ng to
hear YOUR RESEARCH STORIES too!
Below ﬁnd research compiled by Susan Brundrit on Focus 5 Teacher Professional Development - Fundisa Courses

EXAMINING THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHER
ENVIRONMENTAL PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE
Susan Brundrit’s Masters research focused on teacher learning during a Fundisa for Change
course. She was interested in exploring how the development of environmental pedagogical
content knowledge was supported and constructed during a Fundisa for Change course.

Seventeen Natural Sciences teachers participated in her study; with questionnaires, reflections and
observations of the Fundisa for Change Teaching Life & Living course contributing to the
descriptions of the emergent pedagogical content knowledge.

To frame the research, Susan used Borko’s (2004) model of the elements of a teacher
professional development system: the course; the teachers; the facilitators; and the context. In
examining the development of teacher pedagogical content knowledge within the system,
attention was paid to factors such as teacher beliefs, prior knowledge and context that could
have filtering or amplifying effects. Pedagogical content knowledge was examined in terms of
five components relating to teacher professional knowledge bases:
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The interactions between PCK, topic-specific professional knowledge and teacher professional
knowledge bases, mediated by amplifiers and filters, is described in the Summit Consensus
Model of teacher professional knowledge and skill (Gess-Newsome, 2015). This model, used in
the research to understand the development of PCK, states that “Personal PCK is the
knowledge of, reasoning behind, and planning for teaching a particular topic in a particular way
for a particular purpose to particular students for enhanced student outcomes” (Gess-Newsome,
2015, p. 36).

Pedagogical knowledge developed included
the strategies of creating a climate of
purposeful listening, supporting language and
vocabulary development and using content
representations
to
scaffold
conceptual
development. Teachers acknowledged that
although they understood that different teaching
methods could achieve different learning goals
and motivate learners, they did not generally
use a variety of pedagogical strategies in their
teaching, citing reasons such as the
assessment focus of the curriculum, large class
size, limited time allocated to topics and lack of
resources.
Assessment knowledge appeared to be developed in the areas of the formative assessment,
understanding the differing purposes of formative and summative assessment and in establishing
the cognitive levels of the environmental learning in CAPS. Time pressure due to the time
allocations to topics in CAPS, was seen by teachers as a filter to the use of these aspects of
assessment knowledge in their classroom practice. For some topics, teachers saw time spent
developing understanding of terminology as causing pressure on content coverage. This in turn
acted as a filter to the use of teaching strategies such as discussion and practical work.

The course provided opportunities for teachers to think explicitly and share experiences of how
they adapt their teaching based on their knowledge of learners.
Curricular knowledge developed during the course included opportunities for teachers to learn
about progression of concepts across grades as well as within topics. Teachers reported that
learning about the links between, and progression of, environmental concepts also enabled them
to have a clearer understanding of what prior knowledge learners should have and enabled them
to better assess the level of learners’ understanding.

Findings were that during the course, teacher PCK was
developed at a general, subject and topic-specific level,
predominantly through the co-construction of knowledge by
teachers through the collaborative discussions within groups.

We hope that teachers will continue to attend Fundisa for Change teacher professional
development courses which aims to develop all aspects of pedagogical content knowledge. The
course supports collaborative engagement with the new environmental and sustainability
topics/concepts in the CAPS and helps teachers explore effective ways of teaching and assessing
these within local contexts.

Environmental content knowledge developed through the
course included biodiversity centering on the inter-
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connectedness of species within an ecosystem and the
importance of keystone species in understanding the ability of
ecosystems to be resilient, core environmental concepts and
exploring the water cycle as a system. Changing the
representation of the water cycle from one form to another
appeared to result in a deepening of teachers’ understanding.
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Research Narrative prepared by Susan Brundrit, November 2017

CAPACITY BUILDING
Situated Learning, Curriculum Advisor
Training
The training which was organised by the Eastern Cape
Department of Educa+on in partnership with Environmental
Learning Research Centre at Rhodes University, was facilitated by
Zintle Songqwaru and Lebona Nkhahle who are both based at
Rhodes University. The 15 par+cipants were the Curriculum
Advisors for Technology and Natural Sciences at the Senior Phase
level in the Eastern Cape. The focus of the training was on
Biodiversity and Climate Change. The training was held in
StuIerheim from the 2nd to the 5th of May 2017.
Most par+cipants indicated the need to get more informa+on
about Biodiversity and Climate Change, and how the two are
related to each other. There was also a need among the
par+cipants to get more prac+cal ways of suppor+ng the
teachers they work with in terms of accessing diﬀerent resources
when planning their lessons and how to teach these concepts
eﬀec+vely. The assessment was also men+oned as an aspect to
be dealt with to help teachers develop more ques+ons requiring

Teaching Biodiversity in Life Sciences Grade 10 to 12
Environmental and Sustainability content is deeply embedded in the
Life Sciences subjects.
Teachers in the Waterberg district have
indicated a need to understand this content beIer to help them teach
it in more meaningful ways. A successful week-long Biodiversity
workshop was conducted by the Fundisa for change Programme, for 23
teachers from Limpopo in the Waterberg District. This workshop was
held from the 3rd to the 7th July 2017. Professor Soul Shava, together
with SANBI, DEA and the Fundisa for Change Na+onal co-ordinator
facilitated the Biodiversity sessions.
The workshop was designed to support teachers to be able to deal with
the concept of Biodiversity, methods, processes and learning skills of
using the textbook to support the teachers during teaching and
learning.
The workshop was held at the Lapalala Wilderness School. Posi+ve
comments from the district oﬃcials and teachers who have par+cipated
in the course were received. Teachers indicated: “The course was
excep+onal excellent and helpful in terms of content and assessments
and methods.” (Ndlovu Bethuel” or “The course was enhancing
empowering and of great value …(Komana Ivy Bambo )

cri+cal thinking.
Through a collabora+ve and par+cipatory approach par+cipants
explored the contested nature of environmental knowledge. The
contested nature of the environmental knowledge, poli+cs
around Climate Change issues, self-enrichment and denialism
came up in the discussions. All these bring to light the no+on of
a knowledgeable teacher who is able to conﬁdently stand his/
her ground in the midst of this confusion.
The curriculum advisors explored situated pedagogies and the
use of the local environment for the teaching of biodiversity and
climate change related concepts.

Our belief is that by strengthening the knowledge and skills of the
teachers, they, in turn, can support thousands of learners through their
guidance in developing their understanding of biodiversity and
integra+ng these into their classroom teaching environment. These
workshops clearly showed that, despite a dire lack of resources and a
poor, ini+al general knowledge of Biodiversity issues, teachers were
incredibly eager to take what they have learned back into the
classroom. There was strong support from the par+cipants for
workshops of a similar nature in the future and even registering to
study further in the ﬁeld of Environmental Educa+on. We strongly
believe that this will ul+mately contribute to the development of future
environmentally-literate ci+zens equipped with the knowledge to make
sound decisions about their world.

Prepared by: Zintle Songqwaru, Lebona Nkhahle
ELRC: Rhodes University

A culmina+on of this workshop has been a request from the teacher to
run more workshops focusing on taxonomy and climate change issues
because teachers are wan+ng to be more conﬁdent to be able to teach
these topics. Clearly there is great “valuing" of the Fundisa for Change
courses by the teachers.
Prepared by: Mashudu Makhokha,
Director : Lapalala Wilderness School
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FUNDISA FOR CHANGE (FFC) ACTIVITIES - TIMELINE
2010

• DEA produces the first environmental sector skills plan
• DEA, DST, SANBI & Lewis Foundation produce Human Capital Development Strategies for the
environmental sector
• All confirm the need for teacher training in environmental content across the curriculum

2011

• DEA leads establishment of National Environmental Skills Planning Development Forum and engagement
with all SETAs
• SANBI and Lewis Foundation establish a TDN consortium. Led by Rhodes University, partners include
DEA, SANBI, Sanparks, NGO’s
• Consortium engages DBE, ETDP SETA and SACE, as well as other universities
• Consortium reviews CAPS, produces training framework and drafts first modules, with university partners

2012

• Consortium lead by DEA, SANBI further engages DBE, SETA and SACE
• Consortium finalizes production of CAPS modules and pilots them in selected sites
• Consortium extends to form a national network of universities, environmental organisations and other
teacher education service providers
• Consortium motivates for funding for national roll out of courses once piloted
• Consortium motivates for the accreditation of the course

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A national coordinator is appointed
The FFC band is launched
First set of teacher education materials are published
An implementation plan is developed and implementation begins
Stage 1 training begins training school-based supporters
The DBE approves FFC business plan
Materials development & workshops are run
Stage 2 training begins. Train the Trainer workshops are run to prepare teams for piloting materials
Stage 3 training begins. Training of FET Life Sciences and Geography teachers
FFC website goes live

•
•
•
•
•

FFC programme launched by Deputy Minister, Ms. Rejoice Mabudafhasi
FFC hosts its first conference
FFC establishes a research programme
FFC research programme receives funding from NRF
Rhodes University hosts “Training of trainers” workshop for provincial teams in preparation for teacher
training
FFC receives funding from DEA for teacher training
FFC researchers present at NESS
FFC 25 year curriculum seminar hosted
First FFC M.ED researchers graduate
PhD study on FFC Professional Learning Communities complete
FFC training offered in 6 provinces

•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FFC programmes approved by SACE
UNFCC Climate Change Funding for FFC
Pilot testing of My2050 Energy Calculator by FFC programme
FFC researchers featured in SAJEE Special Issue
FFC research features in Springer book on Schooling and SD in Africa
FFC Strategic Planning held
Funding from Murray & Roberts for FFC online courses
UNISA short course approval for FFC programmes obtained
FFC training offered in all 9 provinces
Additional funds received from Lewis Foundation for 50% advocacy position
Full time National Coordinator appointed
Funding received from DEA to support 100 teachers
Fundisa for Change participates in Community of Practice (COP) for Science education through HRD
Research synthesized into easily accessible resource and included onto website
Online ToT developed
Fundisa participates and is presented at the international RWL conference
MOU developed to locate the programme at UNISA

